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15+ years of experience as a Vault Teller is seeking to obtain a permanent M-F 
full-time position with potential for advancement, within the company that will 
provide me with an opportunity to utilize my professional skills, while providing 
excellent and efficient services for your company.

2004 – PRESENT
HEAD VAULT TELLER II - LOOMIS FARGO & CO

 Basic job function includes, receive, verify, sort, disperse, and account for 
(maintain an inventory of) vault cargo items.

 Checking, and identifying numbers or seals on bags of deposits and/ or change 
shipments against the receipts accompanying each bag or against the listing 
provided for such bags, boxes, or containers.

 Counting items, record amounts and serial numbers, sign, and date receipts and
manifests.

 Loading/unloading wagons or flatbed carts with currency/ checks and coin 
weighing an average of 50 lbs. Per item. Functions performed several times 
during a 6 to 10-hour shift, 5 to 6 days per week.

 Communicating verbally with co-workers and with customers via telephone.
 Recording (keeping records) of a serial number, route check in and out times on 

the internal computer log system.
 Responsible for day to day running of the branch in the event of the managers 

absence.

2003 – 2004
SALES ASSOCIATE - BATH & BODY WORKS

 Duties included assessing customer service, displaying cashier skills, while 
stocking and replenishing merchandise.

 Operated cashier stand to help customers efficiently and processed coupons 
and reward cards to benefit customers when appropriate.

 Maintained a clean department by straightening hangers and placing 
appropriate items in specific departments for a neat and welcoming customer 
environment.

 Achieved great success with meeting sales goals for sales of reward cards.
 Demonstrated customer service skills by greeting each customer that entered 

the department and directed customers to departments that met their needs.
 Completed weekly price changes and assisted in inventory control.
 Maintained sales report and met a monthly quota.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor in Accounting - (Miles College  - Fairfield, AL )

SKILLS

Competent In Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Windows
95, Microsoft Windows 98, Microsoft Windows XP, Emulator Software, Edge Software, 
Barcode Scanner And 10 Touch Key Boarding.
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